Breakthrough New Advertising Strategy Discovered...

"One Strategy Massive Traffic!"
"Unlock The Secrets of This Amazing
*Powerful* New Traffic Strategy That
Generates 100 to 3,000+ Optin Subscribers For
Your Website Or Product Every Single Day and
Easily Converts Those Leads into LaserTargeted Web Traffic On Complete Autopilot!"
---------------------------------------

This Is So Hot Over 42,000 People Are
+Currently On A Waiting List To Pay $2500
Each To Learn It
---------------------------------------

...But Keep Your Eyes Glued To This Web Page Because I'll
Reveal Exactly What It Is, How It Works And How You Can Get It
Tonight For Next To Nothing...

Dear Friend,

I

'm about to reveal a secret...

A secret so profound, you can...

Rapidly and Dramatically Boost your Targeted Web Traffic.
Instantly increase your Subscriber List to 100's per day.
Convert more Sales with Mathematical precision daily.
Create Guaranteed Income For Life when you know the steps to take.
Stop losing your shirt on Pay-Per-Click, SEO or any other kind of
Advertising!
Fact is, many of the Top Companies have been quietly using this strategy to build
mega-member Optin Email Lists - and generate HUGE amounts of Sales and
Targeted Traffic and build Instant Brand recognition within a matter of days.
Yes, in just a matter of DAYS!
Most people like yourself are without a clue to this secret.
While the Big Companies who know about this strategy remain at the top of the heap
with little effort, you're on the bottom of the heap Battling it out with Millions of
Others night and day for Search Engine ranking - Fighting Tooth and Nail to get the
most clicks on your ads - and 'Blogging your brains out' only to get mostly a lot of
unqualified traffic.
Sound familiar?
Sure, all of those methods DO work but I think you'll agree...
....Generating Quality Traffic and Opt-in Subscribers is Getting Tougher and
Tougher!
As BIG search engines like - Google, Yahoo and MSN lay down more and more
"New Rules", it's Getting More And More Expensive and Less Effective to do
business the same old way on the internet.
...And all those New "Search Engine Rules" seem destined to ruin the
businesses of people like you and me.
And WORST STILL...
... When you finally become successful online, it's not long before you start to
run out of Advertising Resources and Sales quickly begin spiraling down to a grinding
halt.
So To Survive... what's the next step for the Little-Guy?
Let me explain it in plain English...

"The solution I found is called "Co-Registration Advertising"...

"Co-Reg Advertising" is one of the most powerful... yet Legal and
Ethical ways that smart Marketers will use to Generate major
Fortunes online Today and in the near Future!"
When done right, Co-Reg allows you to generate in real-time a
Never-Ending Supply of Leads who request information
specifically on your product or website....
.... then instantly converts those leads into Targeted Website
Traffic with absolutely "0" attrition... Ever!"

What Is Co-Registration?
Watch my mini video on "Co-Reg" Advertising.
It will make the concept of Co-Reg Advertising more clear to you. You'll see How it
works and Why people are so darned excited about it…
Plus you'll see why most people can Never get Co-Reg to work unless they’re
lucky enough to get the important missing details that are not available anywhere
else accept through this website.
Click the "Play" Button below to view the video now...

From the video you just watched, you've seen that with the secrets you'll learn from
my "Secrets To Co-Reg Advertising" Guide, you can instantly generate an unlimited
amount of targeted subscribers who will automatically optin to receive more
information about your product or website.
Next, you'll learn the "Key Ingredient" that will allow you to convert those leads
into targeted website traffic and in the process put them into a Buying Frenzy for
your Product.
All this can be accomplished within the next few days, and can last without
attrition or competition for as long as you want.
This is the reason why over 46,000 people are currently on a 'waiting list'
just anxious to pay mentors over $2500 bucks each to learn it.

BEWARE:
There's A Missing Ingredient In CoRegistration Advertising That Other eBooks,
Websites And Expensive Mentor's Don't Reveal
When I Discovered the Fortunes that people where making with Co-Reg
Advertising, I gladly paid $2500 for a rarely taught course.
I did everything I was told but I fell flat on my face...
But after continued trial and error I later discovered the missing ingredients..
without them anyone who tries Co-Reg will fail miserably.
Quite frankly, my mentors were brilliant and enlightened me on many secrets about
Co-Reg but there were major holes in their instruction.
Often times advanced teachers assume that you know more than you do and
withhold critical and highly successful "tricks" of the trade.
Addtionally, I found that every website or ebook on Co-Reg Advertising only teach
you how to buy old, stale Co-Reg leads that others (who know the true Co-Reg secrets)
had already generated.
Don't fall for the Phoney Balony websites that try to convince you that Co-Reg is
about buying stale, left-over leads from others and converting them into sales.

-----------------------------------------------"True Co-Reg is about generating your own Leads directly from Targeted
Networks and then "Instantly" converting them into Targeted website traffic and
Sales with zero delay in between...."
"I show you how easy it is to do this in my Co-Reg guide, and will fill in
all the blanks so even a total beginner can START TONIGHT, RIGHT NOW
and be SUCCESSFULL."

How I Instantly Got Over 1800 Qualified
Subscribers and 970 Unique Visitors per
Day…EVERYDAY!

When I was able to fill in the blanks and realized the true secret to how Co-Reg
works, my Subscriber Leads, Website Traffic and Sales Soared through the roof…and
I was only just getting started.
The amazing fact is, no one is revealing the true Co-Registration Advertising
Secret the way you'll get it through this website! You'll see step-by-step exactly how
I made it work.
Look over my shoulders and work with my specialized experience to see how I did it.
Don't get fooled into thinking that you can "buy" week-old, stale co-reg leads
from someone else and convert them into sales... you'll get NO results... Zilch,
nada...!
Unfortunately, it's the marketers who bought co-reg leads in the past and were
very disappointed. They ended up "bad mouthing" Co-Reg believing it's all a scam.
Unfortunately for them, they end up totally missing the boat and blindly pass up
the ultra, lucrative world of true "Co-Registration Advertising"...
Don't let this happen to you. Success can be yours!

FACT: Co-Registration Leads Are 100%
CANSPAM Compliant and Safe and The Traffic
It Delivers To Your Website Is More Targeted
Than Pay-per-Click!
The truth of the matter is (when you know the true secret behind how it works), Coregistration Advertising creates a virtually UNLIMITED stream of unique Visitors
and Optin Leads Daily to your website or Squeeze Page without using ANY other form
of advertising.
For example it requires...
•
•
•
•
•
•

No more pay-perclick headaches
No more ezine ads
Not one Blog post
No Affiliates to pay
No Article Marketing

•
•
•
•

No link
submissions
No begging for JV
partners
No Viral
Marketing
Press releases
No posting to
forums

Now you NEVER have to worry about another pain in the butt advertising or
SEO method ever again!

The Real Money Is In Your Email List And
Here's How You Tap Into It
Once you set up your own Co-registration advertising system the way I show
you - it can immediately begin generating "real-time" 'Non-Stop' Email
Subscribers which you can convert to Traffic and Sales on a daily basis Automatically.
As a matter of fact, this strategy is so effective, once you turn it on, it’s been
known to Crash an entire Server if you aren’t prepared for it.

----------------------------------------I lay it all out for you in my all new "Exclusive" easy to follow eBook Guide -

"Insider Secrets To Co-Reg Advertising "

"Discover The Amazing New Strategy To Creating
Monstrous Web Traffic, 1000's of Opt-in Leads And
Profits Daily Without Using SEO, Pay-per-Click or
Affiliates!"
You'll Get This Once-In-A-Lifetime Opportunity To See
Step-By-Step How To Set Up Your Own Outrageously
Successful Co-Registration Campaign and See How You
Can Apply My Secret Method For Producing A Buying
Frenzy For Any Product That Can Be Sold Online!

Only A Few Lucky Internet Marketers Will Get
Their Hungry Little Hands On This Secret
Strategy!
I've taught many online 'experts' how to copy my simple and straight-forward tactics
and they've achieved remarkable success with them!
Now, my friend I’m gonna teach YOU these same sales and traffic boosting strategies
for a mere fraction of the cost.
And, I'll even show you how you can convert a High Percentage of the Unique
Clicks you'll get on your website into Sales in just hours!

Here's what you'll learn in this power-packed
downloadable guide book...
The Easiest Method to get set up and quickly start generating
hoards of people Opting in requesting more info about your
product.
How to generate a Buying Frenzy from your optin Co-Reg leads!
How to format any email you send to your leads that gets
MAXIMUM clicks and sales...(doing these will bring in
profits fast!)
The Ultimate secret to writing emails that convert like crazy. (this is the
same secret the pros use to make the "really" Big Money)
How to generate money-on-demand with your new hyperresponsive Co-Reg Optin list.
How to get your hands on a list of the most compelling Email Subject
lines ever and use them to get any email you send opened and read
immediately.
The Missing Secrets Ingredients that reveal why most people
fail who try Co-Reg on their own.
How to make sure your email flies past the spam filters -- AND make
sure you're CANSPAM compliant! (I don't think I need to tell you how
important this is)
Discover the single-best first sentence of ANY email you send
should be and what you MUST SAY to maximize sales!
(getting this wrong can ruin your campaign)
How to easily achieve up to 20% click through-rates using a a littleknown strategy that will FORCE your subscribers to impulsively buy

from you!
5 simple methods for formatting your follow-up emails so
your Yahoo, AOL & Hotmail subscribers can read it
easily...(this will result in even more clicks and
sales...needless to say they are the biggest email providers)
How to avoid the fatal email mistake made by 99% of all email
marketers.
An almost 'magical' email strategy that will ensure your
emails not only gets read but passed on to others!
How the Big Companies use Co-Reg to rake in MILLIONS and how
anyone with this knowledge can do the same starting from scratch.
How to boost your response rate by over 700% using one
technique that takes only seconds to implement.
Witness how to write "scan-friendly" emails that generate 500% MORE
sales... !
Uncover the subject line strategies that are proven to work in
ANY industry and pull like crazy. (do this right and you'll get
an instant and predictable increase in sales)
How to create Ads that attract Leads and how to create Ads that attract
Sales*
How to locate and find a Co-Reg Broker that will bend over
backwards to make your campaign a success.
And much, MUCH more!

How To Use Co-Reg To Double, Triple and
Quadruple Your Sales
The amazing thing with Co-Reg Marketing is once you are satisfied with your sales
goal (or ROI), you can quickly and easily Double, Triple and even Quadruple your
sales as easy as flipping on a light switch.
When you see that your ad is a winner, you simply make one phone call and have
your Broker Double the number of Networks your Co-Reg ad appears on. And then
guess what...? Your sales will Double. Make a second call and you can Quadruple your
sales.
Once you set up your Co-Reg campaign the way I show you, making more money will
become just that simple.
I think you can see why there is so much excitement about Co-Reg
Advertising?

Listen, with my "Insider Secrets To CoReg Advertising " you will never have to join
the countless people who Fall for the Fake Co-Reg websites where Lead Generating
companies try and make extra money by selling you their stale, old Co-Reg leads.
These companies pawn off lead sales as co-reg advertising but it's not. You'll know
them because their entire pitch is really all about selling you cheap leads and little else.
Try doing Co-Reg the way these other websites and companies "falsely" tell you and
you will surely fail.

Try My Technique That Gets People
Impulsively Buying From You
Using Co-Reg to build a massive email list is one thing...
But if you want them to buy from you, you must learn the "Secret" that turns
people from being "curious" to "I got to have it...!". Plus how you can gain their trust
so they buy from you again and again in the future.
When you get access to my ""Insider Secrets To CoReg Advertising ", I'll teach
you the EXACT same simple technique I use - AND I'm even offering access to the
word-for-word copies of one email series I've used repeatedly that makes me
$1000’s every time I use it.

-------------------------But let me warn you. Despite the overwhelming demands I get to reveal my Co-Reg
Advertising secrets, I must cut off access to this information soon.
I'm getting more and more requests for private one-on-one sessions. In order to
maintain the integrity of my Co-Reg program, I will soon be forced to cut off my access
to the masses.
While the cost for my eBook Guide is still only a "song and a dance", this is a onetime shot for those who want the complete "unedited details" on how to use Co-Reg
advertising now.
With my strong leadership skills....

Even A Wet Behind The Ears "Beginner" Will
Succeed Using The Strategy The Way I Lay It
Out In My Guide...

Did you know that 95% of the Co-Reg strategies that
other "experts" give you could NEVER be applied unless

you already have extensive online marketing
experience?

Okay, Okay... So How Much Does It Cost?
Well I could be like everyone else and charge you $997 to $3,000 but you may feel
you have wasted your time here today.

A Limited Window Of
Opportunity
Instead of limiting this to my Big Player Clients, I'm going to give the complete infopacked strategy to anyone who sees the real potential here for only... $197
However considering the fact that I've just taken up a lot of your time telling you about
a new strategy you'd be crazy to be without... I'm gonna drop the cost to an ultra
affordable price of only $47.
That's right... your cost today is only $47.00 USD..

...But you must act before October 17th 2007 Deadline!

Sorry, but after all the work and investment I put into my downloadable Co-Reg
eBook Guide, it will be available only on a first come, first served basis.
After the Deadline I'll be raising the Guide eBook price back to $197 and
continue my one-on-one instructions with private clients at my usual fee of $1250
by phone consultation and $2499 for private (If I have time available.)
Sorry to be so cold, but you snooze - you lose! On my last campaign I received 100's
of emails from people who could not afford the one-on-one instruction and crying that the
price was too high and/or would I break it up in payments.
Well now here is what many have wanted, a $47 price tag that anyone can
afford.

Click Here To Get Immediate Access To "Insider
Secrets To Co-Reg Advertising" Now!

But guess what else you get....
I'm going to excite you because I know that you're not just here because you want a
better way - but also because you're after the opportunity to Make More Money...
SO -- here's what I'm gonna do... READY?
Okay...
I'm going to give you some actually REAL and usable Free Bonus Components
that are designed to help you make even more money.

Bonus Component #1
100% Resale Rights To Some Of
The Hottest Products Today That
Continue To Be In High Demand
(a $197 value)
If you want to make the big-bucks in Co-Reg Advertising you
must Offer top notch products with persuasively written sales
letters and beautifully designed cover and graphics. Right?
I want you to get my Co-Reg eBook Guide make money so
I'm including 3 HOT New products you can offer as your
Front End or Back-End Products!
Each eBook comes with 100% Master Resell Rights. You'll
own them 100% and keep all the profits. All you have to do is paste
your name in the fields for you name and these products are ready-togo...sales letters and all!
You may have seen these products before but I promise you these are
still some of the Hottest Sellers online!

Private Label Product #1

MySpace Marketing Secrets - FULL
Private Label Rights & Master Rights Included!
Leverage On The Biggest Social Networking Site
On The Planet!
Re-known Social Networking web site, MySpace.com, has received a great
deal of attention the last couple of years. At this time of writing,
MySpace.com has easily accumulated well over a whopping 117+ million in
user database!
While many users actively use this web site to search for new friends &
activity partners, seek serious relationships and communicate with old
friends, there are business-minded people who are looking forward to
tapping into this brand new leverage of the century to explode their business
and maximize their exposure to "MySpace Famous"!

Here's What You Receive:Source File In PDF & Word Format

41 Letter-Size Pages, PDF & Word Format
You get both the complete PDF and editable source (WORD) file to this

product.

Professionally Written Sales Letter & Thank You
Page
You receive the persuasively written Sales Letter and Thank You page to this
product in 4 different color schemes - Red, Orange, Blue, and Silver.
Paste your name on the sales letter, enter your order link, upload it, and
you're in business!

Beautifully Designed E-Covers & FULL Graphics
Pack
Complete Resell Rights Package
Receive the Reseller's Sales Letter, Thank You page and graphic sets and
you're set up to resell the Private Label Rights! Your customers can also in
turn, resell the Private Label Rights, if you wish to grant them the rights to
do so.

+PLUS You Also Receive An EASY-TO-FOLLOW, STEP-BY-STEP Manual
That Shows You EXACTLY How To Set Up And Be In Business With This
Product!
With the FULL Private Label Rights & Master Rights to this product, you
can:
•
•
•

Sell this E-Book in PDF format at $47.00 per pop!
Offer the Basic/Master Resell Rights to the PDF E-Book and sell for
$97.00 per pop!
Resell the Private Label Rights at $197.00 per pop!

* While these are only example prices, you can sell the product in whatever format at any price you
desire!

Resell Product #2

Building Online Credibility For
Infopreneurs
- FULL Private Label Rights & Master Rights
Included!
The Ultimate Infopreneur's Guide On How to Build
Your Expert Credibility Online From Scratch!
The one subtle difference that parts an established guru from the rest of
other marketers and wannabe's in any niche market (besides having mailing
lists and products) is CREDIBILITY.
When you have credibility, you immediately become an "authority figure" in
your niche and in a real essence, every word you say becomes power.
Realizing this is the case with most beginning niche entrepreneurs, Building
Online Credibility For Infopreneurs was conceived and you can put this
into their hands - with your name on!

Here's What You Receive:Source File In PDF & Word Format

42 Letter-Size Pages, PDF & Word Format
You get both the complete PDF and editable source (WORD) file to this

product.

Professionally Written Sales Letter & Thank You
Page
You receive the persuasively written Sales Letter and Thank You page to this
product in 4 different color schemes - Red, Orange, Blue, and Silver.
Paste your name on the sales letter, enter your order link, upload it, and
you're in business!

Beautifully Designed E-Covers & FULL Graphics
Pack
Complete Resell Rights Package

Receive the Reseller's Sales Letter, Thank You page and graphic sets and
you're set up to resell the Private Label Rights! Your customers can also in
turn, resell the Private Label Rights, if you wish to grant them the rights to
do so.

+PLUS You Also Receive An EASY-TO-FOLLOW, STEP-BY-STEP Manual
That Shows You EXACTLY How To Set Up And Be In Business With This
Product!
With the FULL Private Label Rights & Master Rights to this product, you
can:
•
•
•

Sell this E-Book in PDF format at $47.00 per pop!
Offer the Basic/Master Resell Rights to the PDF E-Book and sell for
$97.00 per pop!
Resell the Private Label Rights at $197.00 per pop!

* While these are only example prices, you can sell the product in whatever format at any price you
desire!

Private Label Product #3

How To Write Killer Promo Emails FULL Private Label Rights & Master Rights
Included!
Master The Skill Of Writing Persuasive Emails That
Move Your Readers… In YOUR Favor!
Building a mailing list is still far from enough in E-Commerce. Mailing list
owners must also be equally trained in writing persuasive Emails that move
their subscribers and/or members to take action, may it be purchasing a
recommended product or even listen to what he or she has to say.
The ability to write your own persuasive Promo Emails can prove to be
beyond monetary value. Think about it: with this priceless skill, you can
generate money at will with every email you send to your subscribers
and/or members, regardless of how big or small your mailing list size is!
This is the basis of this brand new manual, How To Write Killer Promo
Emails!

Here's What You Receive:Source File In PDF & Word Format

45 Letter-Size Pages, PDF & Word Format

You get both the complete PDF and editable source (WORD) file to this
product.

Professionally Written Sales Letter & Thank You
Page
You receive the persuasively written Sales Letter and Thank You page to this
product in 4 different color schemes - Red, Orange, Blue, and Silver.
Paste your name on the sales letter, enter your order link, upload it, and
you're in business!

Beautifully Designed E-Covers & FULL Graphics
Pack
Complete Resell Rights Package
Receive the Reseller's Sales Letter, Thank You page and graphic sets and
you're set up to resell the Private Label Rights! Your customers can also in
turn, resell the Private Label Rights, if you wish to grant them the rights to
do so.

+PLUS You Also Receive An EASY-TO-FOLLOW, STEP-BY-STEP Manual
That Shows You EXACTLY How To Set Up And Be In Business With This
Product!
With the FULL Private Label Rights & Master Rights to this product, you
can:
•
•
•

Sell this E-Book in PDF format at $47.00 per pop!
Offer the Basic/Master Resell Rights to the PDF E-Book and sell for
$97.00 per pop!
Resell the Private Label Rights at $197.00 per pop!

* While these are only example prices, you can sell the product in whatever format at any price you
desire!

Bonus Component #2
My Co-Reg Ebook Guide Reseller
Dealership (Priceless)

Now You Can Cash In On The Hot New Co-Registration
Advertising Explosion!
Here's the deal...
1. I’ve decided to accept 50 Resellers who would like to join me and cash
in on the latest new Traffic generating Craze.

2. Only The First 50 Resellers Who Have Purchased My Co-Reg Guide
Need Apply.

3. You'll Get My Pre-written Web Site, follow-up letters and Earn $20

4.
5.

Commission PLUS... You'll earn $185 in additional commissions from
my Back End Product Sales. That's a potential of $205 in commissions
you'll earn for each Co-Reg Guide eBook you sell.
To maintain a high sales rate for all those lucky enough to jump on this
opportunity, I’m limiting the amount of reseller dealerships to the first
50.
If you're one of only 50 people to get in on the opportunity to become a
reseller of the hottest new Traffic Strategy ebook to hit the internet in years.
You'll cash in BIG-Time beginning minutes after you order!

Without exception, only those who purchase my Co-Reg
ebook will be allowed to resell it. My philosophy is "how
can you honestly sell something you, yourself wouldn’t
buy. And if you can’t afford the purchase price, how can
you afford to advertise it using my pre-written ads and
sales pieces?"

Can you afford to pass up this Hot, brand New product opportunity that no one else is
offering yet? I didn't think so.

Get your "Insider Secrets To CoReg Advertising " today!

YES, Jodi...Gimme Instant Access
To "Insider Secrets To Co-Reg
Advertising " Today!
I can't wait to dig into the "Insider Secrets To CoReg Advertising"
and learn how to easily cash in on my own lucrative co-registration

campaign while my competition fights to keep up their frustrating ad
campaigns...completely confused by how I'm able to dominate the
market.
I understand that this is a stand alone system but you are also
including the valuable bonuses to help me succeed even faster...

All orders processed securely using
industry-standard 128-bit SSL Encryption

I’ve given you every conceivable reason to make "Insider Secrets To CoReg
Advertising " generate all the money you want online without any risk on your part.

Unleash the Internet’s most powerful New secret weapon now, and you’ll be
thanking me for years to come.
Remember, your purchase is 100% guaranteed. If you don't like what you see or if
you don't feel my system will help you, then I want you to request a refund. I'm
determined to help you succeed.
My friend...the choice is yours and as the saying goes, "the ball is in your court!"
...Pick Up The Ball...Act now.
As this is a limited window of opportunity. I guarantee that I will discontinue this offer
at such a rediculously low price very soon and continue with my Lucrative Private
teaching classes.

The Quickest And Easiest Way Is To Click Here To Order
To Your Co-Registration Advertising Success,
Jodi Hans

P.S. #1: Some of the techniques you'll learn are so powerful and hard hitting that they
have to be kept under padlock and key. Only customers smart enough to jump on this
today get access to my inner vault of email marketing secrets. Try it out risk-free for 90
days for just $47* and you'll instantly discover what I mean -- this stuff is red hot!
After October 17th 2007, the price will be restored to it's regular $197!

P.S.#2: Let's be blunt: Does your shopping cart, merchant account or bank account
look like a ghost town? Unless you take drastic action right now nothing is going to
change. You need "Insider Secrets To CoReg Advertising" because it will show you
exactly how to boost your sales and take your list to the next level! Your satisfaction
is guaranteed - get your copy right now. Click Here To Order Now!
P.S.#3: Remember, to become a Reseller of the Co-Reg eBook is only available to
the first 50 buyers and this offer will be pulled after October 17th 2007. Take action
and Order now. If you just sit there and do nothing, that's all you'll get in
return...nothing. So act NOW before it's too late!

The Quickest And Easiest Way Is To Click Here To Order

